In many online applications of machine learning, the computational resources available for classification will vary from time to time. Most techniques are designed to operate within the constraints of the minimum expected resources and fail to utilize further resources when they are available. We propose a novel anytime classification algorithm, anytime averaged probabilistic estimators (AAPE), which is capable of delivering strong prediction accuracy with little CPU time and utilizing additional CPU time to increase classification accuracy. The idea is to run an ordered sequence of very efficient Bayesian probabilistic estimators (single improvement steps) until classification time runs out. Theoretical studies and empirical validations reveal that by properly identifying, ordering, invoking and ensembling single improvement steps, AAPE is able to accomplish accurate classification whenever it is interrupted. It is also able to output class probability estimates beyond simple 0/1-loss classifications, as well as adeptly handle incremental learning.
pleted within strict elapsed time limits in order to be useful. In particular, interactive systems must complete their task within a few seconds in order to gain and retain user acceptance. Some of the many examples of such applications include information retrieval (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto 1999), recommender systems (Resnick and Varian 1997) , user modeling (Webb et al. 2001 ) and online fraud detection (Chan et al. 1999) .
While the total available resources remain constant, typically the number of simultaneous jobs that must be processed by a system varies from time to time. Hence, the potential computational resources available per job will fluctuate. Further, the complexity of individual jobs may vary considerably, for example, due to differences in the amount of available information. However, the limits on acceptable elapsed processing time per job are likely to remain invariant.
These constraints imply a complex optimization problem for the system designer. From anecdotal evidence, we believe that the standard response is to develop as efficient a learner as will provide acceptable accuracy (or whatever other performance metrics are sought to be optimized); to estimate or observe the resource requirements of this learner under peak loads; and then to provide the necessary resources for it to perform within the required elapsed time constraints under peak loads. We believe that this is one of the reasons for the popularity of naive Bayes (NB) (Langley et al. 1992; Mitchell 1997 ) in many such online applications. NB provides relatively high accuracy with low computational requirements (Lewis 1998 ).
Under such a scenario, it is clear that the available computational resources will be under-utilized outside peak periods. As a result, less accurate classification may occur than might be achievable within the available resources if a less efficient but more accurate learner were employed. Accordingly we propose the anytime averaged probabilistic estimator (AAPE), an algorithm that addresses the issue of utilizing such varying and uncertain resources to improve classification. AAPE invokes an ordered sequence of very efficient Bayesian probabilistic estimators, particularly naive Bayes (NB) (Langley et al. 1992; Mitchell 1997 ) and superparent-one-dependence estimators (SPODEs) (Keogh and Pazzani 2002) , until time runs out. The classification can stop anywhere in the ordered sequence of SPODEs. The probabilistic estimators used up to that point compose an ensemble which will carry out the classification.
Problem definition and road map
We address the problem of classification learning using varying and uncertain computational resources. We assume m attributes (X 1 . . . X m ) and k class labels (c 1 . . . c k ). The training data are a set of labeled instances, D = y 1 , x 1 , . . . , y t , x t , where each y i ∈ {c 1 , . . . , c k } and each x i is a vector of attribute values x 1 , . . . , x m . The test data are a set of unlabeled instances, D = x 1 , . . . , x t . Classification needs to predict the class label of each test instance given the evidence collected from the training data.
The computation of classification learning occurs at two distinct times, training time and classification time. We consider four distinct computational resources, training time (tt), training space (ts), classification time (ct) and classification space (cs). We assume a budget set for each of these resources consisting of a contract and an anytime component (Bernstein et al. 2002 ). The former is specified in advance of computation and is guaranteed. The latter is unknown beforehand, and the classifier is only notified when it has been exhausted. At one extreme there may be no anytime budget, in which case the system is working within known resource constraints. At the other extreme there may be no contract budget, in which case the system might exhaust its resources at any time. The types of algorithms that are appropriate for tackling classification learning under resource constraints will differ radically as the contract budgets and expectations about the anytime budgets vary for each of the four computational resources. Rather than seeking to develop algorithms that are appropriate to any such configuration, we address here one specific dimension, the classification time. We believe this approach has wide practical application and is typical of many of the online applications in which NB is currently employed. In this context, constraints on training space and time are not a major issue, because models are only developed off-line infrequently, and then employed many times. Further, constraints on classification space do not apply to the model, because a single model can be shared between all jobs, and hence the constraints relating to the classification space for a particular job relate only to its additional space requirements. Finally, we assume that the contract portion of the classification time budget is sufficient to allow standard NB classification to be performed.
Our road map to achieving anytime classification is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Identifying and ordering single steps take place in training time while invoking and ensembling single steps take place at classification time.
Identifying single improvement steps
The first task in creating an anytime classification system is to identify single improvement steps, each of which is a small computational task with respect to the work needed to solve the problem (Grass and Zilberstein 1996) . The system invokes improvement steps until the available time is exhausted. In principle, to minimize the risk that a single step is interrupted, each step should be the smallest task possible.
In the context of this paper, the goal is to improve classification accuracy. Candidate single improvement steps are k-dependence estimators (Sahami 1996) . A k-dependence estimator is a Bayesian probabilistic classifier where each attribute depends upon at most k other attributes in addition to the class. In order to abide by the 'smallest task possible' principle and considering that the computational expense increases while k grows bigger, we here only employ naive Bayes (0-dependence estimators) and superparent-one-dependence estimators (a restricted class of 1-dependence estimators). Besides, averaged one-dependence estimators (AODE) (Webb et al. 2005) have demonstrated that an ensemble of SPODEs can deliver very high classification accuracy. For convenience, we use the term probabilistic estimators (PE) to refer to both NB and individual SPODEs.
A naive Bayes classifier (NB) assumes that attributes are independent of each other given the class. It utilizes Bayes formula to estimate P (y|x), the probability of each class y given the instance to be classified, x. It assigns the class with the highest estimated probability to x. Note that (2) follows from (1) under NB's attribute independence assumption.
P (y|x) =P (y)P (x|y) P (x)
(1)
whereP (·) denotes an estimate of P (·).P (y) andP (x i |y) are estimated from the frequency of the relevant terms in the training data, with possible corrections for sampling error such as the Laplace correction.P (x) is invariant across classes and hence need not be estimated if one only seeks to identify argmax y (P (y|x)).
A superparent-one-dependence estimator (SPODE) (Keogh and Pazzani 2002 ) also estimates P (y|x), and then chooses the class argmax y (P (y|x)) as the class of x. However, it assumes that attributes are independent of each other given a common attribute (the superparent) and the class. Expressing X p 's value in x as x p , a SPODE with superparent X p estimates P (y|x) as:P
As in NB's case, required probabilities can be estimated from corresponding frequencies from the training data, with possible corrections for sampling error such as the Laplace correction. Note that (4) follows from (3) under SPODE's weaker attribute independence assumption.P (x) need not be estimated if one only seeks to identify argmax y (P (y|x)). A set of training data with m attributes can produce m SPODEs, each of which takes a different attribute as superparent.
Ensembling single improvement steps to classify an instance
Suppose when the ct budget was exhausted, the anytime classification system has included k ∈ [1, m + 1] single steps, among which the first one is always NB and the remaining are SPODEs. The classification terminates by returning the average probabilities of P (y|x) for all PEs completed. This follows the practice of the ensemble algorithm of AODE (Webb et al. 2005) and is computed as follows.
Assume that I denotes a subset of SPODEs and |I | denotes the number of SPODEs in I . Since (4) holds for any SPODE, it also holds for I , giving:
Averaging NB as in (2) and SPODEs as in (5), we get:
Equation (6) averages probability estimates of an ensemble of PEs to classify a test instance. That is how the anytime system ensembles single improvement steps' contribution whenever it is required to finish. We name this procedure averaging probabilistic estimators (APE). Another way to ensemble PEs' individual verdicts is to follow a bagging approach that votes among PEs' predicted classes. We prefer the former to the latter because the former can output class probability estimates beyond simple 0/1 loss classifications.
Ordering single improvement steps
Given a data set involving m attributes, there are m + 1 single improvement steps: one NB, and m SPODEs, each of which takes a different attribute as superparent. It is desirable that an anytime classification system has run-time monotonicity, that is, the classification accuracy is a nondecreasing function of time. It seems reasonable to assume that the available SPODEs may be of varying quality. In an anytime system a varying number of improvement steps might be taken. It will be desirable to take the best steps first. These requirements point to the use of an ordering mechanism over the SPODEs such that the most beneficial may be applied first.
Seven ordering metrics are studied here, including information-theoretic metrics and accuracy-based empirical metrics. They are random (RAN), frequency (FEQ), minimum description length (MDL), minimum message length (MML), cross validation (CV), backward sequential elimination (BSE) and forward sequential addition (FSA).
Random (RAN)
RAN randomly chooses a SPODE and adds it into the ensemble. RAN has low computational overhead and offers a useful comparator against which to judge the impact on classification error of ordering PEs.
Frequency (FEQ)
FEQ orders SPODEs upon receiving each instance to be classified. Based on the specific values x i of the attributes in that instance, FEQ counts frequency(x i ), the number of times x i occurs in training data. The SPODE whose superparent has the highest frequency is ordered to be first, and so on so forth.
Information-theoretic metrics (MDL and MML)
Information-theoretic metrics provide a combined score for a proposed explanatory model and for the data given the model: I (D|h) + I (h). Particularly here, h is a SPODE and D is the training data. They aim to find a balance between goodness of fit (minimizing I (D|h)) and model simplicity (minimizing I (h)), and thereby to achieve good modeling performance without overfitting the data. Two representative metrics are studied here: minimum description length 1 (MDL) (Suzuki 1996) and minimum message length (MML) (Korb and Nicholson 2004) . The best score is the smallest. Hence the lower the score a SPODE gets, the higher its priority to appear in the ensemble.
Cross validation (CV)
CV scores each individual SPODE with superparent X p by its error on leave-one-out cross validation in the training data. Given a SPODE, CV loops through the training data n times, each time training the SPODE from (n − 1) instances and using it to classify the remaining 1 instance. The misclassifications are summed and averaged over n iterations. The resulting classification error rate is taken as the metric value of the SPODE. The lower the error a SPODE gets, the higher its priority to appear in the ensemble. This cross validation process is very efficient as the model need only be updated for each instance that is left out, rather than recalculated from scratch.
Backward sequential elimination (BSE)
Inspired by the backward sequential elimination strategy for attribute selection in NB (Langley and Sage 1994), backward sequential elimination starts out with a full ensemble including NB and every SPODE. It then uses hill-climbing search to iteratively eliminate SPODEs whose individual exclusion results in the lowest classification error. In each iteration, suppose the current ensemble is E current involving k SPODEs. BSE eliminates each member SPODE in turn from E current and obtains an ensemble E test with (k − 1) SPODEs. It then calculates the leave-one-out error of E test . The ensemble E test that yields the lowest error is selected and the corresponding eliminated SPODE is permanently deleted from the ensemble. The same process is applied to the new PE ensemble and so on, until only NB is left in the ensemble. The reverse of the order of elimination produces an order for SPODEs to be employed.
Forward sequential addition (FSA)
Inspired by the forward sequential selection strategy for attribute selection in NB (Langley and Sage 1994), forward sequential addition begins with an ensemble containing only NB. It then uses hill-climbing search to iteratively add SPODEs whose individual inclusion results in the lowest classification error. In each iteration, suppose the current ensemble is E current with k SPODEs. FSA in turn adds each candidate SPODE, one that has not been included into E current , and obtains an ensemble E test with (k + 1) SPODEs. It then calculates the leave-one-out error of E test . The E test who obtains the lowest error is retained and the corresponding added SPODE is permanently included into the ensemble. The same process is applied to the new PE ensemble and so on, until every SPODE has been included. The order of addition produces an order for SPODEs to be employed.
The anytime average probabilistic estimator (AAPE) algorithm
AAPE starts with computing the probability estimates for NB. One reason to do so is that SPODEs typically have higher variance than NB (Webb et al. 2005) . Hence, especially for small training sets, there is a risk that the error will be higher than NB if computation is terminated after only very few SPODEs have been processed. Then AAPE computes the probability estimates of each SPODE in sequence, ordered as in Sect. 5, until time runs out. When the ct budget has been exhausted, it terminates and returns P (y|x) calculated by (6). This AAPE algorithm is presented in Table 1 . Lines 1 to 7 compute NB. It is assumed that this computation can be completed within the contract time budget and so interrupts are only enabled on Line 8. Line 10 starts the loop over the ordered set of qualified attributes I that are each the superparent for a SPODE to be invoked. Lines 12 to 17 compute the probability estimates T P for one of the SPODEs. Lines 19 to 22 update the average condi- Table 1 The AAPE Algorithm tional probability estimate for each class to account for a new set of T P values. Interrupts are suspended during this process as the P values are in an unstable state. In consequence, if the time budget expires during this process there will be a slight delay before computation terminates.
Time complexity analysis
Assume that the number of training instances and attributes are n and m, and number of classes is k. Let the average number of values for an attribute be v.
Classification overhead
No matter what ordering scheme is applied to AAPE, the result is a linear combination of SPODEs. Hence, each scheme's complexity is of the same order O(m 2 k), resulting from an O(mk) algorithm applied over an O(m) sized ensemble.
One exception is FEQ, which is a lazy technique that determines the order of SPODEs at classification time. It involves sorting m attribute values on frequency(x i ), which incurs an additional time complexity O(m log m).
Training overhead
Note that as far as anytime classification is concerned, the training time complexity is not the key concern for AAPE. It is included here for completeness of analysis.
NB constructs a two-dimensional table indexed in one dimension by the class value and in the other by the attribute values. Each entry contains the frequency of the given class and attribute-value pair. Construction of this table requires iteration through each instance (O(n)), for each of which it iterates through each attribute (O(m)) to increment the frequency of that attribute's value and the instance's class value. This results in time complexity of O(nm).
SPODE requires a three-dimensional table indexed in one dimension by the class value, in the second by the super-parent attribute's values, and in the other dimension by the remaining attribute values. Each entry contains the frequency of the given class, super-parent value and attribute-value tuple. Compilation of this table requires iteration through each instance (O(n)), for each of which it iterates through each attribute other than the superparent (O(m)) to increment the frequency of that attribute's value and the instance's class and super-parent values. This also results in time complexity of O(nm).
APE requires a three-dimensional table indexed in one dimension by the class value, in the second by all possible super-parent attribute's values, and in the final dimension by the remaining attribute values. Compilation of this table requires iteration through each instance (O(n)), for each of which it iterates through each potential super-parent (O(m)). For each potential super-parent it iterates through each remaining attribute to increment the frequency of that attribute's value and the instance's class and super-parent values. This results in time complexity of O(nm 2 ). RAN and FEQ do not require any additional information to be gathered in training time and hence have no impact on training-time.
MDL's complexity of calculating I (D|h) is O(mv 2 k). The dominating part is from H (X i , Φ(i)) which iterates through each value (O(v)), and then each joint value of the superparent and the class (O(vk)). The complexity of calculating I (h) is O(m).
2 Since the selection repeats for each attribute (O(m)), the overall complexity is O(m × (mv )). CV classifies n training instances in turn to score a SPODE. To classify one instance, a SPODE will multiply the conditional probability of each attribute value given each class label and one (constant) superparent value. This results in O(mk). To do leave-one-out cross validation, the classification will repeat n times. Hence the complexity is O(mkn). This repeats for each attribute (O(m)) and the overall complexity is hence O(m 2 kn). BSE's hill climbing procedure of reducing a PE ensemble of size (m + 1) to 1 will render a complexity of O(m 3 ). In the first round, it alternatively eliminates each of m SPODEs. In the second round, it alternatively eliminates each of (m − 1) SPODEs. Following this line of reasoning, the total number of probing a SPODE is m
As explained for CV, to test each SPODE by leave-one-out cross validation will incur complexity of O(mkn). As a result, the overall complexity is O(m 3 kn). FSA's hill climbing procedure of increasing a PE ensemble from size 1 to size (m + 1) will render a complexity of O(m 2 ). In the first round, it alternatively adds each of m SPODEs. In the second round, it alternatively adds each of (m − 1) SPODEs. Following this line of reasoning, the total number of probing a SPODE is m + (m − 1) + · · · + 2 + 1 = O(m 2 ). As explained for CV, to test each SPODE by leave-one-out cross validation will incur complexity of O(mkn). As a result, the overall complexity is O(m 3 kn).
Empirical observations, evaluations and analysis
Extensive experiments are conducted to test how effectively AAPE can utilize increasing classification time to improve classification accuracy, and how effectively AAPE can handle anytime interruption during its classification process.
Experimental design
The AAPE system is implemented in the WEKA machine learning environment (Witten and Frank 2005) . It is tested using a large suite of 60 benchmark data sets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository (Blake and Merz 2004) , as described in Table 2 . On each data set, a 60-trial 3 2-fold cross validation 4 is conducted. Various aspects of AAPE's performance are recorded, including its training efficiency under different ordering schemes, its classification error in an anytime fashion, and its classification bias and variance decomposition.
We are interested in studying bias and variance because they each give different insights into AAPE's error (Breiman 1996; Friedman 1997; Kohavi and Wolpert 1996; Kong and Dietterich 1995; Webb 2000) . Bias describes the component of error that results from systematic error of the learning algorithm. Variance describes the component of error that results from random variation in the training data and from stochastic behavior in the learning algorithm, and thus measures how sensitive an algorithm is to changes in the training data. We use Kohavi and Wolpert's (1996) definitions of bias and variance, and estimate them using Webb's (2000) cross-validation method.
Various statistics are employed to analyze the experimental results. To compare a pair of algorithms, we measure their win/loss/tie record and apply a binomial test on the record. The win, loss, tie each represent the number of data sets in which one algorithm beats, loses to or ties with the other respectively. A one-tailed binomial sign test can then be applied to the wins and losses of the record. If its result is less than 0.05, the wins against losses are statistically significant, supporting the claim that the winner has a systematic (instead of by chance) advantage over the loser. To compare multiple algorithms, we use the Friedman test and Nemenyi test as recommended by Demsar (2006) . These tests rank rival algorithms and indicate which ones have statistically significant differences.
Finally, as AAPE currently requires discrete-valued data, each training set is discretized using the WEKA MDL discretizer (Witten and Frank 2005) . As the software cannot handle missing values when calculating information-theoretic metrics, we employ WEKA's imputation policy. All missing values for nominal and numeric attributes in a data set are replaced with the modes and means from the training data.
Training efficiency
Recall that AAPE can employ alternative schemes to order SPODEs, as studied in Sect. 5. Different schemes will demand different time. Figure 2 illustrates the training time of AAPE caused by each ordering algorithm averaged across 60 data sets. From the fastest to the slowest are FEQ, RAN, MDL, CV, MML, BSE and FSA. FEQ and RAN are efficient because they do not require any ordering process in training time. Empirical metrics (CV, FSA and BSE) are slower than theoretic MDL because they need to loop through training data for leave-one-out cross validation. One exception is MML whose complexity is higher than CV. Metrics that measure PE ensembles (FSA and BSE) are slower than those that measure individual SPODEs (MDL, MML and CV) because they need to probe different combinations of individual SPODEs.
Anytime classification accuracy
It is desirable that AAPE improve its classification accuracy as it is given more time (allowed to include more SPODEs). To test this issue, we conducted run-time monitoring on classification error offered by each ordering scheme. Their performance curves over time are drawn in Fig. 3 . The X axis corresponds to the time resource in terms of the number of SPODEs allowed to be included in the ensemble with 0 meaning NB alone. The Y axis corresponds to AAPE's classification error averaged on all data sets. Note that the error on each data set is normalized by NB's error in order to permit meaningful averaging over multiple data sets. If X becomes bigger than the number of attributes (SPODEs) in a data set, for the purpose of drawing anytime classification curves, the Y value remains that of the full ensemble. In practice, this means that if the ct budget is more than what AAPE needs to finish, AAPE always returns its complete calculation. Every ordering scheme starts with NB, resulting in the same classification error at X = 0. A rapid decrease in error is witnessed at the early stages of adding SPODEs, where FSA is the most effective and FEQ is the least effective. While more and more SPODEs are included, the differences among alternative schemes shrinks. When all SPODEs are included, all schemes converge to the same classification error.
In addition to the mean error, at every X value in Fig. 3 , as recommended by Demsar (2006), we rank alternative ordering schemes according to AAPE's classification error, and apply Friedman test and Nemenyi test to the ranks. Some representative results are visually presented in Fig. 4 . The critical difference 'CD' is shown above the graph. In each sub-figure, the top line in the diagram is the axis on which we plot the average ranks of schemes. The more effective a scheme is, the lower rank it is assigned. When comparing all schemes against each other, we connect the groups of algorithms that are not significantly different at the critical level of 0.05. For example, Fig. 4(a) illustrates that when adding the first SPODE (X = 1), FSA and CV are equally best at reducing error (ranked lowest, 3.275), while NB is the worst (ranked highest, 5.5). FSA and CV are significantly better than MDL, RAN, FEQ and NB (tics not connected), while they do not have significant difference from MML and BSE (tics connected).
According to Figs. 3 and 4, in general, FSA and CV are the best schemes. Schemes that order SPODEs by their empirical strength in classification accuracy (CV, BSE and FSA) are more effective than schemes that order SPODEs by information theory (MDL and MML). It is interesting to spot that FEQ is slow at decreasing the error, and less effective than RAN. One reason might be that very high frequency attribute values contain relatively little information and hence are not the most useful values to utilize. It is also good to obtain experimental evidence that by employing appropriate ordering schemes such as CV and FSA, AAPE's error is bounded by NB which is an efficient, robust, low variance classifier. Figure 3 also reveals an interesting issue that the full PE ensemble invoked for every data set (X = 69) actually does not produce the minimum average error. For example, FSA reaches its lowest mean error at X = 7 and climbs up a little while more SPODEs are included. This arises a question that whether AAPE should terminate earlier (even if the classification time resource is still available to invoke more single steps) in order to minimize the classification accuracy. The following section will study this issue. Currently, AAPE keeps invoking the next SPODE as long as classification time allows. The stopping point where AAPE terminates calculation and outputs classification, if time allows, is when AAPE has eventually included all SPODEs. It is natural to ask whether there exists any optimal stopping point E optima , a subset of PEs, before AAPE reaches the full PE ensemble E full . If so, once AAPE reaches E optima , it can deliver classification, even when some SPODEs remain uninvoked and the ct budget yet to be exhausted. The potential advantages are in two-fold. First, E optima can obtain lower error than E full by excluding poorly predictive SPODEs. Second, it takes shorter time for AAPE to produce optimal accuracy. Figure 3 reveals that X = 69 (full PE ensemble invoked for every data set) actually does not produce the minimum error. For example, FSA reaches its lowest mean error at X = 7 and climbs up a little while more SPODEs are included. This indicates that better stopping points exist earlier than E full .
To explore this issue, we implemented AAPE with two stopping criteria other than reaching the full PE ensemble. Recall that in Sect. 5, both FSA and BSE have natural stopping points: the ensemble E min that achieves the lowest leave-one-out cross validation error in training during the addition or elimination process. For FSA, one can follow the addition order to include SPODEs until the ensemble reaches the set of SPODEs that delivered E min . For BSE, one can follow the reverse of the elimination order to include SPODEs until the ensemble reaches the set of SPODEs that delivered E min . 5 We tested AAPE's classification error (decomposed into bias and variance) under the two alternative stopping strategies, and compared them against that under the full PE ensemble as in Fig. 5 Fig. 5(a) . On the other hand, stop FullEnsemble is more effective in reducing variance than stop FSA and stop BSE as the majority of points fall beyond the boundaries X = 1 and Y = 1 in Fig. 5(b) . The end effect is that neither of them can beat stop FullEnsemble as stop FSA 's win/lose/tie record against stop FullEnsemble is 23/34/3, and stop BSE 's is 27/30/3 in Fig. 5(c) .
These observations suggest that although it is desirable to find alternative stopping points (if there is any) that exclude counter-productive SPODEs and enable AAPE to reach optimal classification faster, this task is non-trivial. Nonetheless, it remains an interesting topic for further research in our anytime learning systems.
CV and FSA
It is intuitive to expect that FSA should outperform CV. The former orders SPODEs according to the collective merit of a PE ensemble while the later measures SPODEs individually. However, Fig. 3 interestingly reveals that although FSA is the most effective at the early stages of adding SPODEs, CV actually outperforms FSA later on (although not statistically significantly).
To explore this issue, the relative performance between CV and FSA is illustrated in Fig. 6 along the time line when SPODEs are added on. The Y value is the number of data sets where FSA wins CV minus the number of data sets where CV wins FSA. Accordingly, Fig. 6 Comparing FSA and CV. FSA orders SPODEs by their ensemble's collective merit and is most effective at early stages. CV orders SPODEs in isolation, which outperforms FSA later on a positive Y value means that FSA outperforms CV more often than not, and a negative Y value means otherwise. The longer a bar, the bigger the win over the loss. It is observed that CV frequently outperforms FSA in term of reducing classification variance as the Y values are mostly negative in Fig. 6(c) . This is because SPODEs are ordered independent of each other by CV, while FSA chooses the next SPODE on basis of already chosen ones. On the other hand, at early stages of adding on SPODEs, FSA usually achieves lower bias than CV, 6 but the advantage reduces as more SPODEs are added as in Fig. 6(b) . This suggests that it is when a small number of SPODEs are involved that measuring collective merit is more influential. As a result, the curves of FSA and CV cross each other in Fig. 3 , FSA being the constant winner initially while CV catches up and takes over at a later stage.
This observation is interesting because it suggests that a SPODE that achieves high accuracy in isolation is often also a valuable one to be included in an ensemble (at least not counter-productive). Furthermore, recall that in Fig. 2 , CV makes AAPE much more efficient in training than FSA does. As a result, CV can be a very attractive ordering scheme for AAPE in practice.
BSE and FSA
Although previous work suggested that backward elimination tends to be more effective than forward addition for feature selection (Koller and Sahami 1996; Kohavi and John 1996; Wu and Urpani 1999) , there is no clear-cut advantage to either algorithm in our case. Both of them use greedy search and have their own niches depending on the nature of the data. Figure 7 (a) illustrates a representative data set 'Vehicle' where BSE outperforms FSA, while Fig. 7(b) illustrates another representative data set 'Splice' where FSA beats BSE. Nonetheless, as in Fig. 3 , more often than not, AAPE using FSA ordering decreases classification error faster than using BSE ordering. We suggest one reason is that very often the biggest improvements of classification performance take place at the early stages, such as when adding the first few SPODEs. FSA optimizes those important starting points while BSE optimizes finishing points which are less critical. Besides, during BSE's proceeding from a full-ensemble to an empty ensemble, whenever it encounters ties among candidate SPODEs, it randomly picks one to eliminate. This strategy can make AAPE deviate from its optimal path and lead to a sub-optimal start. That's why BSE can perform worse than NB when adding first SPODEs as in Fig. 7(b) . More sophisticated tie-breaker strategies might improve BSE's accuracy, however at the cost of increasing its training efficiency. 
Related research
Anytime neural networks (Grefenstette and Ramsey 1992; Opitz 1995) tackle the problem of constrained training time by forming an initial model which is then refined. Once the refinement phase has begun, it may be terminated at any time. While this approach might be expected to deliver learning under arbitrary training time constraints, in practice these are computationally intensive systems that are designed to run over a long time. They cannot produce models within time spans measured in seconds or less. They do not address the issue of varying resources at classification time.
Anytime interval-valued outputs for kernel machines (DeCoste 2002) utilize successive support vectors from an SVM to provide ever improving approximations to the final SVM classification. To classify an instance X, this approach seeks to optimize the quantity d
XP , where d XN and d XP are the Euclidean distances from X to its negative neighbor N and positive neighbor P, respectively. This paper shows how the same principle can be applied to Bayesian classification with the desirable property that conditional probabilities are returned rather than just a simple selection of a single class.
Another anytime classification scheme was proposed during the search of the best superparent and its favorite child for a single SPODE (Keogh and Pazzani 2002) . The search begins with NB. It iterates through each superparent and then every child until it finds the best parent-child pair that increases the classification accuracy most. Because the search is time-consuming and is sub-optimal when fast classification is required, this anytime scheme returns a best-so-far SPODE whenever the search is interrupted. In contrast, this paper searches an ordered sequence of SPODEs. It is an anytime algorithm in the sense that the classification can stop anywhere in the sequence. In addition this paper studies alternative stopping criteria to find the best PE ensemble instead of the best single SPODE.
Discussion and further research
Any ensemble learner could be converted into an anytime classifier by simply evaluating at classification time only as many of the available ensemble members as time allows. However, AAPE has a number of desirable properties that favor its use. First, each single step (a probabilistic estimator) itself is adept at incremental learning. They can be updated with new training data at negligible cost, simply by updating the table of joint frequencies. Second, the classifiers can return class probability estimates beyond simple 0/1-loss classifications. Third, AAPE's lowest classification accuracy appears to be bounded by NB which is an efficient, robust, low variance classifier.
AAPE tackles only one dimension of the complex inter-related set of potentially variable computational resources that we identified in Sect. 2. There is clear potential to extend AAPE in the future research.
• The AAPE framework could be extended to address variable training time. For example, if training time allows, AAPE can do feature selection that reduce the number of superparents or children, which could potentially enhance AAPE's classification accuracy as well as efficiency.
• The AAPE framework could also be extended to accommodate varying space resources, for example, by altering the degree of dependence in single improvement steps (k-dependence estimators) in response to the space available to store the conditional frequency tables.
• In the current work we have assumed that the primary objective is to increase classification accuracy. In real-world applications of inductive learning, there are many different types of cost involved, such as cost of unwanted achievements or cost of intervention (Turney 2000) . It would be valuable to consider anytime techniques that utilize varying computational resources to optimize different metrics that users care about.
• AAPE works in an NB-like framework. Lessons learned here could be extended to explore other learning paradigms such as TAN, decision trees and SVM.
Conclusion
We have argued that in many real-world applications, inductive inference is conducted under strict computational resource constraints. We have analyzed such situations, identifying four key resources: training space, training time, classification space and classification time.
We have also argued that many applications in which NB is currently deployed may have periods when the classification-time resources are under-utilized. We propose a novel classification algorithm, AAPE, which makes good use of idle classification time. In training time, AAPE identifies and orders NB and SPODEs (the single improvement steps). At classification time, AAPE first computes NB and then utilizes any additional time to refine the probability estimates by invoking SPODEs in order. Whenever it is interrupted, AAPE averages the class probability estimates calculated by invoked single steps and delivers them to the user. The technique of AAPE also lends itself to parallelization, with the possibility of utilizing a variable number of processors. Furthermore, AAPE can elegantly support incremental learning.
To verify AAPE's efficacy and efficiency, we have conducted extensive experiments, using 60 benchmark data sets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository (Blake and Merz 2004) as well as using multiple established statistical tests.
Both theoretical analysis and empirical evidence suggest that by properly identifying, ordering, invoking and ensembling single improvement steps, AAPE is able to effectively utilize increasing classification time to improve classification accuracy. In particular, we suggest that if the training time is not a concern, given a choice amongst the ordering metrics studied here, FSA is the most attractive. If the training time is limited, CV is the method of choice.
